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Abstract. Arguments are given that at least a fraction of molecular clouds
may live much longer time that it is usually assumed, without the transition
into diffuse atomic gas (HI). We propose that star formation in these clouds
may be strongly delayed and weakened by the magnetic field.
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1. Introduction
Most stars in galaxies are thought to form in dense clumps of molecular clouds
(MCs), but the conditions in which MCs form and collapse are poorly understood.
They may be a result either of slow gravitational contraction of gas or of collision
of gaseous flows due to supersonic turbulence. Most or at least a significant part
of the observed MCs are virialized or close to virial state (Heyer et al., 2009) (see
however Dobbs et al. (2011) who claim that at least 50% of them are unbound).
At any case MCs are formed from the atomic gas and their matter becomes
atomic again after their disruption and molecular dissociation. It agrees pretty well
with the observed relationship between the local ratios of molecular over atomic
gas mass per unit area ΣH2/ΣHI and the gas pressure or a total surface density of
gas (Blitz & Rosolowsky, 2006, Krumholz et al., 2009). It gives evidence that the
molecular and atomic gas phases are in the approximate equilibrium, although a
theory says nothing about a characteristic time needed to reach it.
It is generally accepted that even gravitationally bound MCs are short–lived
objects, being easily disrupted by stellar feedback soon after the beginning of
star formation due to radiation pressure, stellar winds, SN explosions and the
expansion of HII regions (the analysis of different stellar feedback mechanisms
see for example in Hopkins et al., 2012). Some observational arguments seem to
support the short age of MCs. First, MCs are usually concentrated in spiral arms
or HI filaments, where they can’t stay longer than ∼ 107 years. In addition, stellar
clusters connected with MCs are always young (not older than several millions
years old). Note however that T Tau stars of much larger ages were found in
the vicinity of some currently active MCs being drifted from them (Feigelson,
1996). Murray et al. (2010) on the statistical ground showed that the lifetime of
giant molecular clouds in our Galaxy is 17 ± 4 Myr or about two free-fall times.
However, they considered only the most massive clouds (about 106M⊙ in the
mean) possessing notably efficient star formation. It is worth noting that newborn
stars may decouple from a parent cloud especially if a cloud loses a fraction of its
mass or is magnetically supported.
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It is natural to expect that MCs may be totally disrupted and dispersed in the
case of active and efficient birth of massive stars in their interiors. The question
is how common is this scenario.
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Figure 1: Molecular hydrogen fraction versus turbulent gas pressure in the disk
midplane for the field (black lines) and cluster (gray lines) galaxies. Malin 2 is
marked by open circles.
2. The arguments for the long life of molecular clouds
There are several observational evidences which allow to admit that MCs are
not too fragile, as it may seem, and at least a fraction of them may exist much
longer than it is usually assumed without transforming molecular to HI gas. We
discuss them below.
1. High resolution observations of CO–emission in the gas–rich galaxy M51
clearly showed that the most massive molecular clouds are not fully dissoci-
ated into atomic gas after experiencing the star formation in the spiral arms
of this galaxy. Giant MCs are rather fragmented into smaller clouds upon
leaving the spiral arms, and the majority of the gas remains molecular even
in the inter–arm regions, so that MCs of relatively low masses reveal a weak
concentration to the arms (Koda et al., 2009). Smaller MCs may collide
and merge in spiral arms forming giant molecular assosiations (Egusa et al.,
2010).
2. A significant, if not overwhelming part of the observed MCs or their cores
reveals the presence of the current star–forming activity. In other words,
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the starless MCs are rare observed (Ballesteros-Paredes & Hartmann, 2007,
Jijina et al., 1999). For example, analysis of giant MCs in M33 demonstrated
that only one sixth of them had no (massive) star formation. It means that
the average time required for star formation to start should be about one
sixth of the total time of cloud existence (Gratier et al., 2012). Hence, either
the time of formation of MCs should be extremely short, which is hard to
reconcile with the models of virialized clouds, or star formation is a long-
lasting process, proceeding without disrupting MCs. The other possibility
which we don’t consider here, is that the amount of MCs without young stars
is strongly underestimated due to observational selection caused by their low
CO–luminosity. The last two possibilities mean the underestimation of the
generally assumed lifetime of MCs.
3. The most of HI–deficient spiral galaxies in clusters retain a normal content
of molecular gas (see, for example, Corbelli et al., 2012), in spite of the
pressure of diffuse gas being too low for the observed ΣH2/ΣHI ratio. As
an illustration, Fig. 1 shows a diagram “Molecular gas fraction over gas
pressure P/k” calculated for the field (black lines) and Virgo spiral galaxies
(gray lines). The diagram was obtained using the available data for radial
gas distributions and kinematic properties of galactic disks (see the details
in Kasparova, 2012). Radial profiles of the midplane pressure were calcu-
lated for gas disks with a given turbulent velocity dispersion which are in
the local hydrostatic equilibrium in general gravitational fields created by
gas components, stellar disk and dark halo). Open circles in the diagram
mark the position of some regions in the rarefied extended disk of giant low
surface brightness spiral galaxy Malin 2, based on the CO–observations by
Das et al. (2010). A hydrostatic gas pressure there is extremely low due to
the low surface density of very extended stellar–gaseous disk of this galaxy.
As it follows from the diagram, the molecular gas fraction is unexpectedly
high both in the considered Virgo galaxies and in Malin 2. Note that the
star formation efficiency (SFR/ΣH2) is nearly the same, at least within the
0.5R25, for most of these Virgo galaxies (Vollmer et al., 2012). It creates
a problem to explain how molecular gas can be formed and why it was not
dissociated into HI. May the molecular gas be preserved, being left from the
epoch when the galaxies were gas–rich?
4. The another hint to the long lifetime of MCs is star formation in the in-
tergalactic space. It is well known that star formation may occur in the
local regions of tidal debris of interacting galaxies — close or far from their
main bodies. These birthplaces are usually small and optically faint, re-
vealing themselves by emission spectral lines and/or by UV radiation (see,
for example, Neff et al., 2005, Mullan et al. 2011, Boquien et al., 2009,
Karachentsev et al., 2011, de Mello et al., 2008, and references therein).
Most of the young stars in the tidal tails formed in single bursts rather than
resulting from continuous star formation (Neff et al., 2005). They are usu-
ally coincident with HI density enhancements in the tidal structures. The
surface density of HI clouds related to such young systems may be as low
as 1020 cm−2 (de Mello et al., 2008) which excludes gravitational instability.
It is essential that, according to Boquien et al. (2010), the spectral energy
distribution of star–forming regions in collision debris resembles more that of
dusty star–forming regions in galactic disks than that of typical star-forming
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dwarf galaxies. One may propose that the seeds of the currently starforming
clouds in these systems were expelled by tidal forces from parent galaxies
parallel with HI gas. A typical time delay for the beginning of star forma-
tion for MCs which were formed in the main disk and left a galaxy, should
correspond to 108 − 109 years.
The arguments given above may not be considered as the proofs of a long life
of MCs. They just show that such possibility may nicely fit with observational
facts. Note that the idea of the existence of a “hidden” cold molecular gas which
can be visible only after its heating, was claimed earlier by Pfenniger and Combes
(Pfenniger & Combes, 1994). A dynamical friction of long lived giant molecular
clouds was also proposed by Surdin (1981) to account for a re-distribution of a
disk matter in the central part of the Galaxy.
3. On the conditions of survival of clouds
Molecular cloud may live long and avoid a global collapse if it is magnetically
supported or at least it has a very low formation rate of massive stars which is
not enough to disrupt a cloud, but is high enough to support the internal tur-
bulent motion of gas. According to Williams & McKee (1997), for low massive
MCs (≤ 104M⊙) a mean lifetime may reach 5 · 10
8 yr or more even in the case of
continuing star formation — just because the massive stars, which are the prin-
cipal agents of cloud destruction, are rare. Although numerically most clouds
are of low mass, most of the molecular gas is contained within the most mas-
sive clouds. For massive clouds magnetic field may provide the mechanism which
significantly increases the duration of formation of gravitationally unstable cores
and may reduce or forbid star formation. As numerical hydrodynamic simulations
show, if a cloud is subcritical (that is relationship between magnetic and gravita-
tional energy exceeds unit), it oscillates without forming stars till this ratio does
not change (Vazques-Semadeni et al., 2011). As it was demonstrated by Heitsch
et al. (2001), even the presence of the supersonic turbulence cannot help local
magnetostatically supported regions to collapse. Note however, that 3D magneto-
hydrodynamic simulations show that a strong supersonic turbulence is needed to
speed up the ambipolar diffusion (see the discussion in Kudoh & Basu (2011).
Observations show that the densities of magnetic, turbulent and gravitational
energies of clouds are usually comparable, although the measurements of mag-
netic field remain rather crude. Nevertheless, there are some direct evidences of
the prevailing of magnetic energy. This is a discovery of non-random geometry of
magnetic field inside of clouds found in M33 and in our Galaxy from the polar-
ization of CO emission (Goldreich-Kylafis effect), which gives evidence that the
B-field energy dominates turbulent energy (see Li & Henning, 2011, and references
therein). In some clouds a correlation was found between the magnetic field di-
rection on core scales and on the scale larger than 200 pc (Li et al., 2009). All
these facts give evidence that the magnetic field provides a dominant force in MCs,
and that formation of dense cores may have been driven by ambipolar diffusion
in strongly subcritical clouds. If the ambipolar diffusion is not efficient, subcrit-
ical molecular clouds may avoid collapse during the arbitrary long time (Bash &
Dapp, 2010; Bertram et al., 2012). It is worth nothing that not only formation
of cores, but also its fragmentation to stellar masses also strongly depends on the
ambipolar diffusion, the effectiveness of which remains a subject of discussion so
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far (Mouschovias & Tassis, 2009).
4. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the magnetic field may delay and strongly retard the return of
hydrogen of MCs into atomic phase, although the reliable theoretical or model
estimates of this delay are absent.
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